Master Craftsmen Of SME

We were excited to host
our first ever “Magic
Crafters Wood Crafters
Pow Wow!”

A meeting of the minds with some
of the best builders of magical
apparatus in the art. All of this, of
course, is with you in mind.
The mission—lead by Bill Trotter
(SME Curator and Antique
Director), to come up with a list of
products that each maker can
produce that will be forthcoming
and available at Stevens Magic
Emporium. Then the challenge is
to negotiate with the makers—who
is going to build what. Not an easy
task for guys that love a challenge
or perhaps have an affinity for a particular piece or style. A special thanks to Bill
Trotter for his valued contribution as a member of our team. Bill has a better
knowledge of Joe’s Collection than— well even Joe! So he was able to zero in on
some antique pieces that would still be relevant and of interest for our customers.
In attendance, using the front cover to locate the positions were:
Back Row: Gimpy (Steve Corbett) - Michael Baker - George Ledo
Front Row: Louie Gaynor and Joe Stevens
A special thanks to all of these guys who flew in for this 3-day session
at Stevens Magic Emporium.

Halloween is coming…
We have included a small sampling of some of the products we offer that would
play well—but are by no means limited to the Halloween Season.
Think about putting together a show either for your neighborhood, or even family
with a Halloween slant search the “Mentalism” section of our website.
Mark’s Pick: Jim Kleefeld’s – Horror Verite (regular or pocket version),
shown on page 9 of this catalog. If you only purchase ONE effect for
Halloween – Get This Item. But Halloween will be here soon—so get your
orders in ASAP!
2
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Guilmerme Curty’s

UltraCandle

Welcome to the UltraCandle! A Touch of REAL MAGIC!
UltraCandle is the latest answer to the self-lighting candle plot. It takes not one,
but several steps further on similar versions.
It’s a beautiful work of art. Each one is finished with real wax and with a discreet
ignition system. It’s extremely realistic and looks just like a real candle even from
short distances.
It lights and relights at any time, every time and with ZERO delay! The remote is
totally reliable and will work many meters away from the candle.
It can stay lit for several minutes without total melting of the top wax.
It will not spill or drip fuel when turning it upside down. The candle can be refilled
even days before use—there is virtually NO evaporation of the fuel. No stressful
set-ups—always ready to go.
There are no complicated refills on the candle: It uses fuel, wick, and one A-23
battery. Besides, it’s charged with a micro USB cable (mobile chargers are great)
and will last for 60-80 ignitions for each full charge.
The use of wick and fuel is low, and we send each UltraCandle with 24 extra
wicks!
Each piece is handmade and has a serial-numbered Certificate of Authenticity with
it. It also includes a refill bottle/syringe for your fuel, and a flight case with cubed
foam on the inside, so you have the best protection to carry your candle around!
BUILT WITH REAL WAX. USE WITH CARE, TREAT WITH LOVE!
“This really does feel like real magic. I love it! Guilherme has gone above and
beyond with UltraCandle. It has clearly been created with love. A beautiful
magical moment.” --Marc Oberon

495

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Transposition Color
Changing Ball Vases
This is the definition of unique personified!
Two beautifully hand-turned matching pill
vases, one of which houses a black ball
and the other one housing a red ball. The
magician makes a magical pass and then
opens the top of the vase that previously
housed the black ball, but now magically
houses the red ball! Can this be true? The
color-change itself is impressive but it
doesn’t stop there. The next vase that
previously housed the red ball is slowly
opened and, sure enough, the black ball
now rests inside.
Very likely this is something most have
never seen before and will not see again after production stops on these. These
are exceptionally limited and have been crafted by Richard Spencer. This set also
comes with the beautiful glass dome whose base includes rounded out sections on
which the two vases and two balls to rest.
The vase has a diameter of 2.75 inches (7 cm) with an overall height – 6 inches
(15.2 cm). Vases are made from Carob; balls from Rock Maple. This piece was
finished with a 3-part buffing system ending with Carnauba wax. Each piece carry
identifying decals on the base including craftsman’s name, wood used, and the
number 00X on both pieces. One vase says 1 of 2, the other 2 of 2.

1,495

$

Ball & Vase

One of the classic props that defines the arts
is anything but the norm here. This beautifully
hand-turned ball vase from Mesquite is
something truly unique. If you’re a collector,
or just a lover of magic, either way you would
do well to consider this piece. Very few crafters
can manufacture to this quality. The effect is
traditional as the ball in the vase vanishes from
the vase to appear in another location and
then the effect is repeated. The ball magically
vanishes from where it was (in the pocket or
other location), only to return, to the vase.
Sincerely and truthfully, I would bet that this model ball and vase is the most rare
one ever manufactured. So, if you like things that are very scarce— you have
found it.

245

$
4
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Morrison Pill Box

This Morrison Pill Box, crafted by Richard Spencer,
is superb. The contemporary design adds elegance
and style, which sets it apart from most Morrison Pill
Boxes available today. This piece is ideal for the
performer or collector who insists on perfection.
It stands 8 inches tall and 2.75 inches in diameter
with a ball diameter of 2 inches—comes with only
one ball (red or blue). It is fashioned from Spalted
Carob with an exceptional grain pattern seldom seen
in Carob. The spheres and shell are turned from Rock
Maple and painted either red or blue. No part of this
item is molded or pre-fabricated.
Each piece is hand-crafted by the builder. The piece is identified by a label on the
bottom containing the name of the craftsman, its unique number and the wood it’s
crafted from. It comes with a Maple display stand and glass dome. A certificate of
authenticity is also included. Regular price $895.

Limited Time - Special Price...$795

Mallet Vase
The vase is presented with the lid off and the solid
ball in the base. The ball is removed and vanished in
any number of ways. The lid is placed on the base
and the ball is commanded to return. When the lid is
removed, the ball appears to have returned to the
vase. The performer then attempts to have the ball
disappear from the vase several times without success.
With the lid off, the performer, in frustration with the
uncooperative ball, hits it with the mallet—at which
point the ball finally disappears. The mallet and vase
can be presented for inspection, but the ball is nowhere
to be found. This is but one of many ways this piece
can be used.
This Mallet Vase, crafted by Richard Spencer, is a superb recreation of a piece
that, to our knowledge, has not been produced in over 100 years. The vase stands
4 inches tall and 1.75 inches in diameter. The mallet head is approximately 2.5
inches tall and 1.75 inches in diameter with a handle length of 4.75 inches. The
solid ball is 1.25 inches in diameter and turned from African Blackwood. The vase
is fashioned from stabilized Maple Burl. No part of this item is molded or prefabricated. Each piece is hand-crafted by the builder. The piece is identified
by a label on the bottom containing the name of the craftsman, its unique number
and the wood it’s crafted from. It comes with a Cherry display stand and glass
dome. A certificate of authenticity is also included. Regular price $695.

Limited Time - Special Price...$599
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Del Ray Compu Deck
Del Ray Computer Deck—An Authorized
Version! Routine goes like this... A
spectator shuffles and cuts a regular deck of
cards. A card is freely selected. The performer
gives the deck a shuffle and cut. The spectator
is then asked to cut the deck into four piles.
The computer deck is handed to the spectator
who then places the deck on any pile. If nothing
happens, the computer deck is placed on
another pile. This continues until the deck comes to life. Lights flash, beeping
sounds emanate from the deck and flashing random numbers appear. The sequence
stops with a number. The computer deck is set aside, and the spectator counts
down to the specified number to reveal the selected card.
Del Ray’s routine is described in the book
Del Ray – America’s Foremost, which is
included as a FREE bonus ($65 value!)
Features of the Del Ray Compu Deck:
Modernized electronic design of circuit board with
integrated circuit chips and micro surface mount
electronic components. When the switch is
turned on, the digital display briefly flashes the
preset number as a visual reminder. When unit
is activated, the 18 second cycle audible and visual features include four bright red
flashing LEDs, variable beeping sounds, double digital display flashes, parallel rolling
bars and perpendicular rotating bars. Then, rapidly flashing random digits flash on
the display panel, finally stopping on the preset number. The final displayed number
corresponds to the selected card location in a pile and remains on until the deck is
lifted off the pad. The deck automatically resets for next
performance when it is removed from the selected card pile.
Items supplied with package. Full instructions with two routines
and suggestions as well as technical information, are included
in the 6-page package. A DVD includes a performance with
an audience, full instructions on using the deck, and a brief
history of the Del Ray computer deck.
The requirements are the ability to control a selected card to a
preset number in a of deck cards. This is usually between 4 and
9 cards from the bottom of the deck. An easy method is included
in the instructions. Access website for MORE Details.
“It is a very well-engineered product and the visual impact with those really
bright LEDs, and the cool cycling LED countdown should go down very well
for the type of shows I preform. Thank you for taking the time to create such
a wonderful product!” --Andy Martin

649

$
6
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Available Again!

Masuda’s

Frozen In Time
New Edition

Masuda's Legendary masterpiece, Frozen In Time, is finally back.
Time NEVER stops! In 1998, Masuda performed this magic on television for the
first time ever. This outstanding magic seriously produces a deep impact on your
entire audience. Even other magicians will not believe what they have just seen in
front of their own eyes.
The reveal is a very shocking moment—people have never seen this kind of magic
before.
Frozen In Time never been frozen... Back by popular demand, with its brilliant
design and fine texture.
Place a photo frame containing a picture of a pocket watch, on the table, facing
down. Now, ask the spectator to name their favorite hour. Then, the photo inside
the photo frame is revealed... The time on the watch in the photo exactly matches
the spectator's chosen hour... A prediction using a photo,
which is as known as an untransmutable object, has a
huge impact. This photo frame is thick and super-clear
acrylic. A real screw (not an imitation) is used to securely
secure the frame on each corner.
Because of its luxury appearance, this is a first-class item
even as an interior accessory. We're proud to announce
that Frozen In Time New Edition has the highest quality
in terms of appearance, mechanism and, most important
of all, structure.

70

$
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Seeing Is Believing!

Growing & Shrinking
Head Spiral Extreme

Magician displays a spinning spiral. Audience is asked
to stare at the spiral while the magician counts backward
from ten to one. When the audience then looks at the
magician, his head appears to inflate like a balloon! A
spectator is brought on stage and the process is
repeated. Now, when the audience looks at the
spectator, his head shrinks and deflates!
Through the years, we have had requests for bigger
sized spiral for large theaters and stadiums. We have
found one that is incredible!
This spiral is much larger—a whopping 24 inches! Made
of super lightweight corrugated plastic. With care, this prop should last a long
time. To make it spin, we have found the perfect cordless drill that acts as a stand
for the trick. You can buy the drill (sold separately) at your local department store.
We even figured out how to keep the spiral running without the need to keep your
finger on the drill button. Packs flat (7.25 x14.75 inches). Folds in half for easy
packing. Fits in briefcase, suitcase or backpack!
What’s included with the spiral: A special strap to keep the drill running
without having to press the trigger. The proper hardware to attach the spiral to
the drill. Printed instructions which includes Bruce Kalver’s tips and hints to get
the maximum reaction.
PLEASE NOTE: This spiral will need a minimum of 15-20 feet of distance between
the performer and the audience for the effect to work.

85

$

SME Pro Invisible Deck
We have contracted with a card maker who does
things by hand—yes, you could certainly purchase
these from manufacturers that make them in bulk,
but we always try to find something a little
different—something a little better—and we think
we’ve achieved it with this custom Invisible Deck.
The Invisible Deck unquestionably is one of the topselling gaffed decks in the art of magic. For good
reasons—it is an incredible jaw-dropping effect. As
these are made by hand, naturally they cost a little
bit more, but for those who appreciate quality, a
few dollars is worth it! Bicycle Back in both
RED and BLUE.

12.50

$
8
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Vince Wilson’s

Seven Deadly Sins
“For the wages of sin is death.”
(Romans VI,23)
Peter Binsfeld prepared a classification of
demons in 1589 known as the Princes Of Hell.
His demon classification was, like the earlier
English Lanterne Of Light, based on the Seven
Deadly Sins.
Lucifer: Pride • Mammon: Avarice • Asmodeus: Lust
Leviathan: Envy • Beelzebub: Gluttony • Satan: Wrath
Belphegor: Sloth
It is Binsfeld’s Classification that most scholars know and is the
classification we will be using in this effect. The Seven Deadly
Sins are character vices and the origin of sins, dating back to early
Christian times. Binsfeld coupled each sin with a demon responsible for the
temptation as shown above.
This effect comes with three routines included in the instructions, and has a marking
system that is extremely easy to remember and learn. Also, markings are visible to
the performer even in poor light! The cards (tarot-sized) are high quality and durable.

31

$

Horror Vérité
A Frightful Mindreading Experience.
The sequel you knew you wanted is now
here. It’s Classic Film Verite done with
horror movies. Thirty-two horror film
posters are printed on sturdy, glossy 4 x
6-inch cards. Incredible mindreading.
Incredibly easy to perform. An absolutely
baffling, unfathomable secret.

Dracula, Amityville, Creature From
the Black Lagoon, Alien, Exorcist, Wolf Man, Halloween, The Shining, Texas
Chainsaw Massacre, Frankenstein, Saw, Carrie, Rosemary’s Baby...all your
horror favorites from the past and present are here. If you have Classic Film Verite,
you NEED to have this version. Perform Horror Verite as a stand-alone effect or add
these cards to your Classic Film Verite set and use all 64 films.
NOTE: This product comes with a value added download. Check your e-mail order
confirmation and look for “download”. A link to this PDF is also provided with the
physical product too, but in an effort to cover bases, we are including it also, as a PDF
Download.

Pocket Version...$40

Regular Version...$50
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John Jurney Exclusives

Transformer Coin
System

Pay attention to the word—System— as that
is what you are getting here! The ultimate set
from John Jurney that allows you to perform
a multitude of vanishes, appearances and
transpositions. First introduced at Magic Live
2018, where we sold out on the second day,
despite bringing deep inventory. The reason is
three-fold: quality construction of the coins, the
incredible variation of different effects you can
perform and price. In other words, if you were able to individually
purchase all the necessary coins needed to make up this set, it
would set you back TWICE the price of what is being offered
here. That stated, you can’t purchase these coins individually
because they are custom-made by John Jurney. This set allows
you to perform some of the most visually “eye-popping” coin
magic possible. It comes with routines and explanations, but
there are so many other possible effects above and beyond what
is featured. This is the complete package. If desired, you
can perform effects using just some of the coins provided or
incorporate all of them for a medley of mind-blowing magic.
What you get: Half Dollar Triple Sliding Coin, Standard Half
Dollar Coin, Chinese Split Coin, Standard Chinese Coin, Australian Penny Split
Coin, Standard Australian Penny, Standard Shim, Custom Leather Coin Purse
that holds all the coins, Drawstring Velvet Storage Bag and a link for routines and
explanations.

250

$

Split Coin—Quarter
You can perform “many” different effects with this coin
including the popular visual coin through the bag.

The audience sees two coins inside a small plastic bag—a
penny and a quarter. The magician asks a spectator to name
aloud one of the two coins. In this case the response is
“penny.” So the magician pulls the quarter physically from
the bottom of the bag. The only way this is possible is by
tearing the plastic leaving a hole in the bag! The penny is
left, he tilts the bag toward the same place where the quarter
was ripped out of the bag. Surely the penny will fall, as it’s
smaller than the quarter! But the penny does NOT fall! The performer hands
the bag with penny in it out to be inspected—there is NO HOLE in the bottom
of the bag! Impossible? Can be performed anywhere, anytime in almost any
conditions. Close up or street magic. No angle problems. A Miracle!

25

$
10
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John Jurney Exclusives

Eisenhower
Casino Set

This is the latest, updated version of the
very popular Eisenhower Casino Sets
we have sold so well at Stevens Magic.
Eisenhower Casino Coin Sets 2.0—
featuring new, boldly painted coloring
(three pieces total), hand-painted and
custom-made by John Jurney. These
hand-painted chips feature vibrant colors that have the benefit of providing a strong
contrast and undeniable change of transposition. They visually morph not only
from being silver dollars, but casino chips and even different colored chips. Comes
with the high-quality coins you would expect and a link that provides a routine and
explanations. Of course, don’t limit yourself to the routine taught—using your
imagination, you can come up with your own. Incredible quality at an
incredible price.
“Rated 5 out of 5 - The best triple split set of coins you can get for the money.
Other sets use stickers that don’t look great and don’t slide well. Here you’re
getting a complete package and a routine you can do in the real world.
Personally ,I use a tighter routine than the one John includes; you can pick
and choose sequences you like and make it your own. I’ve tested it in the
trenches for two weeks and I’ve decided to get a second set in case these
suddenly become unavailable. No pocket space, no table, instant reset, very
visual, easy, angles for real world use, and works for all demographics. If
you’re a worker you’re very unlikely to be disappointed.” --Brandon Lawrence
(verified owner)

95

$

Morgan Casino Set
Three Replica Morgan Coins (3 pieces
total) hand-painted and custom-made by
John Jurney. These are Morgan replicas,
but back the same benefit visually and to
the audience as the authentic Morgan
Coins would at a fraction of the price.
These hand-painted chips feature vibrant
colors that have the benefit of providing
a strong contrast and undeniable change
of transposition. They visually morph not only from being silver dollars, but casino
chips and even different colored chips. Comes with the high-quality coins you would
expect and a link that provides a routine and explanations. Of course, don’t limit
yourself to the routine taught—using your imagination, you can come up with your
own. Incredible quality at an incredible price.

110

$
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New & Improved!

SvenPad
Ultimate Edition
SvenPad® Ultimate Edition is a 15-minute show in your pocket. Not just one
SVENGALI force, but an IMPOSSIBLE cascade of impossible reveals, all contained
in an ordinary pocket-size pad.
This newest member of our family is unlike anything you’ve seen. This is something
like a book test, but without the book. We’ve re-imagined the simple and exquisite
SvenPad® and turned it into a far more powerful weapon in your performance
arsenal, with unlimited possibilities to fry minds.
A SvenPad® that is 100% READY TO TAKE OUT & PLAY. Casually
EXAMINABLE, with multiple DEEP methods. One that looks like a REAL
DOODLE PAD. One that forces MULTIPLE SPECTATORS. Must have MULTIPLE
REVEALS on the same PAGE. Nearly 60 hand-drawn IMAGES, no words. Both
words revealed OR drawing duplications. With every single page uniquely
DIFFERENT. Allows ESCALATING reveals, each more impossible. That will
FOOL “in the know” performers. SO SIMPLE, you’ll be using it the same day.
•
•
•
•
•

NEW! LARGER 4X6" POCKET FORMAT
NEW! FULLY PRINTED & READY
NEW! COVER DESIGN
NEW! FULL COLOR PRINTED IMAGES
NEW 30 PAGE PDF OF ROUTINES!

All of the above is accurate. Cross our hearts. We have been pouring our minds
into this ground-breaking creation for months now, and it will shatter the way you
see SvenPads®. See with your own eyes and EXPERIENCE being fooled by the
most groundbreaking SvenPad® we’ve yet made.

85

$
12
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Just In Time For Halloween!
Scott St. Clair’s

BloodSucker Book Test
The Book is 412 pages, paperback produced in
pocketbook size for convenient, space saving storage
and use. Easy to read text makes it ideal when
per for ming in darker environments or with
participants with poor eyesight.
Based on the 1914 Book by Bram Stoker, Dracula’s
Guest, this edition proports to be the 100th
anniversary edition from 2014. The book is FULLY
examinable and can even be read, cover to cover, by
your audience (if you find yourself with the time!) and
they will find nothing!
The book also contains a ‘crib’ to help you remember
how to use it if you lose the instructions, or don’t have them with you.
What you can do:
There are four force-page ‘sets’ allowing
for five possible outcomes. The main,
BloodSucker, set allows for a drawing
to be made of the imagery from a
paragraph on a page freely chosen by your
participant. Just give them the book (or
offer them a choice of 3—using equivoque)
and they do the rest. NO peeks, NO
gimmicks, NO questions, NOTHING is written down and you NEVER look at or
take back the book! This force can also be used to predict or divine a chosen word.
The ‘force’ is unbelievably simple and devious and will fly past everyone! There is
NO work for you to do, NO switch, NO memory. NOTHING! They do it all for
you! All this despite the fact that the ‘force’ can result in a different page being
selected each time you perform! You don’t need to know the page selected! You
can even be in another room (or country).
If you choose to describe the imagery, rather than draw it, then BloodSucker
can be performed with NOTHING BUT THE BOOK!
Also included are two (backup) sets, which allow for drawings to be made of the
imagery from freely chosen paragraphs. No force method is included but this can
easily be done if you have basic skills in forcing.
A fifth force ‘set’ (page) is provided, along with a clever force, to allow a very free
and interesting divination of a freely chosen word.

Five Outcomes – One Book! $85
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Total Foolers!

Martin Lewis’s

Close-Up
Cardiographic
With Close-up Cardiographic, Martin has
taken his classic Sketchpad Rising Card to
the next level. The effect is the same as
Cardiographic but built for close-up
performances; a drawing of a selected card rises from a drawing of a deck of cards.
The resulting impossible object is handed out as a souvenir.
The brand new, super-clean method is self-contained and angle-proof. The audience
sees you draw on the pad prior to the card rising. Fast reset for restaurant or
strolling. Includes 50 giveaway pages. Made in America and built to last.
“I have always wanted to present a close-up version of Cardiographic but have
been unable to create my dream pad until recent advances in material technology
made it possible. My criteria were simple, I wanted a pad that would comfortably
fit in my pocket. That could be done surrounded under the closest scrutiny. It
had to be self-contained and needed a fast reset for strolling, and most important
of all, it had to look impossible.” --MARTIN LEWIS

60

$

Timothy Wenk’s

Misled

Misled is a complete 2-phase routine. To
see it is to need it. Comes with detailed
printed instructions with illustrations and
directions to how you can get an online tutorial too! The best of BOTH worlds.
Phase 1: Their bill is stabbed and torn. They see it
happen, and they hear it happen! RRRrrip!!! Then you
magically restore their bill. Good as new.
Phase 2: Famous SLOW-MOTION melt-through. Truly
powerful. Looks like trick photography. Often met with
stunned silence.
Misled is amazingly strong because…Everything can be
examined before and after the routine. The bill is borrowed,
and ungaffed. The pencil can also be examined before and
after the routine, under a microscope, if need be! It is just
an ordinary pencil and it is NOT GAFFED. The pencil and
bill never leave the audience’s sight, from beginning to end.
POSITIVELY NO SWITCHING AT ALL. Same bill. Same
pencil. You can even give the pencil away!

25

$
14
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Puzzling Predictions

Brainstorm
Pocket

Brainstorm Pocket is designed for
close-up performances. With this
inconspicuous tool, you can read the
mind of your spectators effortlessly.
It looks exactly how it should—a
common clipboard with paper for
notes, not a fancy prop like other
impression devices. Your spectators
will not even suspect this devious tool.
Facts about Brainstorm Pocket: Board looks very natural and inconspicuous.
No forces. Works live and in pre-show. Use normal paper for performing—no
refills necessary. Be in another room when the spectator is writing the note.
Works in all lighting conditions. Positioning of the note does not matter—the
spectator can write anywhere. Resets in seconds. Board comes ready to go.
Brainstorm Pocket is easy to handle and does all the work for you.
You receive the Brainstorm Pocket board, the special marker and a few sheets
of paper to practice your routines.

85

$

Switch-O-Lope
Imagine an ingenious envelope that will deliver
the correct prediction, no matter which of four
possible outcomes occurs! YOU ARE
COVERED!
Every mentalist needs a 4-Way-Out Envelope!
There any many available, but none allow you
to do the following—Have the envelope signed.
Keep the envelope in full sight during the show.
Have the spectator take out the prediction.
Show the envelope empty. Have a large folded
sheet of paper in the envelope. No slits, etc.
SWITCH-A-LOPE by Arnaud allows you to
do all of the above!! Arnaud has been using this
utility device in his shows over the past year,
and he now shares this unique principle with the rest of the magic world! It comes
in a handy sleeve you can use to protect the special envelope during
transport.
There are many 4-Way-Out Envelopes on the market. You only need one!

60

$
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Viking Winners!

Voodoo Doll Prediction

The performer elects to have a person from the audience
play the part of a Voodoo priest. “Someone in this
audience is going to experience unimaginable pain as
a result of this gentleman's action!”, states the
performer. A cloth Voodoo doll is displayed, an effigy
representing some unknown person in the room. “Please
take these pins and at your discretion, insert them
into the doll, any where you like. You can use all five
pins or one or two, it is completely up to you. Your
choice will determine the amount of pain and agony
the victim will experience.” Once the spectator has
completed his task, a scream is heard and a person shakes violently as a result of
the Voodoo curse. A plaque which had been shown earlier, encased in a black
vinyl sleeve is revealed and to the surprise of all, the exact locations chosen by the
‘Voodoo priest' are marked on the figure silk-screened on the plaque!
Instant reset; no stooges, no force of any kind, nothing is written down. The
spectator has complete control over how many pins they use and where they
chooses to insert the pins. The outcome is always 100% correct. Comes complete
with detailed instructions, hand-crafted Voodoo Doll, pins, custom silkscreened plaque and vinyl sleeve.

48

$

Haunted Bottle
A small wooden bottle, sealed with a stopper, is removed
from a velvet pouch. The performer relates the manner in
which he came to own this unusual artifact, and the secret it
contains.
“The bottle actually contains the spirit of a Genie; a wizard
from long ago. This tattered parchment tells the tale of
the secret to controlling the Genie within the little bottle.
It helps us translate the weird and mysterious glyphs on
the base of the bottle.”

This is a great routine full of mystery and magic. The
performer is in complete control. This is not your standard imp in the bottle
effect. A completely unique principle is used here, and the spectators will not be
able to discover the secret. The bottle can be made to slowly tip over on your
palm and suddenly stand upright. No magnets, wires or invisible thread!
Comes complete with Haunted Bottle, velvet bag and routine with ancient
parchment that makes this a wonderful storytelling effect. Bottle and stopper are
hand-turned of select hardwood, then hand polished and rubbed to achieve the
beautiful luster of a precious artifact. Size of bottle is 3.125 inches tall x 2.75
inches wide at the base.

60

$
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Too Good To Miss!

Stevens Magic has the
best promotion ever!

Get Backward In Time with
every order over $75.00, while
supplies last, of course. This is a
great item and it’s FREE!
This is a $15.00 value.

Backward In Time
Comes with TWO routines. Michael Ammar’s Backward In Time and
Russ Polizzi’s Albo Twisto (both of which use the Albo Card).
Backward in Time by Michael Ammar. A card is freely selected and torn into
pieces. One piece is kept for identification. The remaining pieces magically restore,
except for one piece whose perfect fit is used to confirm the identity of the card.
As a finale, you offer to restore even this last piece. But to really distinguish the
experience, you restore the corner backwards, leaving them with a souvenir in a
uniquely impossible condition. Features the Albo Card and two unique
presentations by Michael Ammar. Comes with the necessary cards specially
printed on Bicycle stock and detailed, professionally produced photo-illustrated
instructional booklet.
BONUS Effect—Albo Twisto by Russ Polizzi. Featuring fully illustrated,
frame-by-frame instructions. EXPIRES: 11/01/18

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME110118)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this
coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires November 1, 2018!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME110118
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves Minimum Ship Charges:
our premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00
your order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Notorious Roscoe
Presents...Shells!
EYE-Gore
“Sure-Grip” Skulls for the threeshell game. Big, gruesome and
nimble. The perfect peas are his comically dead eyeballs
and his nose-ramped oral cavity serves as a display
chamber for an “accidental” hands-off sucker flash.
Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical sure-grip
geometry and two white perfect peas for your best-ever
shell game—with SKULLS! High-density synthetic resin
for a great, hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use. Plush drawstring carry bag and
instructions for your first routine included.

68

$

Marie Antionette
Notorious Roscoe’s “Sure-Grip” Skulls for the three-shell
game. Mystical, mysterious and morbid. Raised designs all
around for dramatic effect and even more secure grasp. These
are a dramatic and easy-to-carry act in your pocket. Chanin
dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical sure-grip geometry
and two white perfect peas for your best-ever shell game—
with SKULLS! High-density synthetic resin for a great, hefty
feel and a durable lifetime of use. Plush drawstring carry bag
and instructions for your first routine included.

63

$

The Beast
Just when you thought it was safe to play
the 3-Shell Game Again—The Beast
Arrives!
Split whole and complete by lightning from the
heart of a Louisiana Shagbark Hickory tree.
Soaked in buzzard’s blood and blasted with the
ashes from a hanged man’s pyre. Clutching them
in your trembling fists, you waited in a cemetery at a crossroads. HE appeared at
midnight in a thunderstorm. HE squeezed your fist until it bled one fiery drop,
which HE transformed into an Evil Eye. To learn this game, you sold your soul to
. . . well you know. This innovative design enables a brand new acquitment:
ROCK’N’ROLL with THE BEAST! High-density synthetic resin for a great,
hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use. Wooden coffin, plush drawstring carry bag,
and video instructions for your first routine included.

70

$
20
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Exclusively For Stevens Magic
Roscoe Presents...

Necksnapper

Packs small. Packs LIGHT because the
chains are plastic. Plays HUGE! Gives
the believable illusion of heavy metal
chains— even in the parlor. Easy to
perform solo, or use FOUR chains with
your assistant. Audience may examine
the chains. Roscoe regularly performs
his Necksnapper surrounded.
Comes with two thick plastic chains, the
secret gimmick, and Roscoe’s detailed
instructions and sketches, patter and
performance ideas.

47.50

$

Eric Ross Presents...

Zoran’s Horror Finger
Realistic! Safe! Unbelievable! Fun To
Perform! This was a best seller for us in
2008 and still plays well today.
You show an ordinary snap blade razor knife
that is used for opening boxes, trimming paper
or just about cutting anything. You extend
the blade out and draw it across your finger—everyone cringes and asks you to “Stop!”
But, you press on and BLOOD oozes out around the blade as it slices through HALF
of your finger. Men will scream! Ladies will run away! (So did Richard Kaufman when
he saw it!) The effect is TOO REAL! Even YOU will believe that the blade has sliced
through half your finger. The illusion is perfect.
The effect is mind-boggling and to see it is to believe it. No photo can do it justice.
Completely safe and non-toxic. Comes complete with theatrical blood, special
knife, ungaffed knife and DVD performance and explanation. Made by
Louie Gaynor exclusively for Stevens Magic! We are pleased to bring this back
to the magic fraternity!

65

$
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House Of Magic Presents...

Pocket Ju Ju Man

Performer introduces two 4.5 inch,
pocket-sized Ju Ju Men from a
natural Jute pouch.
Both Ju Ju Men feature red X
markings on various parts of their
anatomy, such as their head, arm,
groin, hand, knee, ankle and chest.
Two mini Skulls with pointed and
sharpened pins are now removed
from the same Jute pouch. The
performer now tells how Ju Ju Men have been traditionally crafted by shamans
from the mud and dried grass of ancient West African burial grounds. Such Ju Ju
Men are renowned for their powers of projection which will now be demonstrated.
The performer hands a Ju Ju Man and a Skull pin to one of the spectators to hold.
The performer then places his Ju Ju Man on a table top and covers it with the Jute
pouch so it’s out of view and in darkness under the jute pouch. The performer then
takes the second Skull Pin and proceeds to place it under the jute pouch and stick
(pin) it into one of the red Xs on the
Ju Ju Man (all being done concealed
out of the spectator’s view, under the
cover of the jute pouch on the table
top).
The spectator has no idea which red
X has been selected and pierced with
the Skull pin by the performer. The spectator now in turn, randomly sticks their
Skull pin in any one of the red Xs on their Ju Ju Man ( NO FORCE IS USED). The
performer now removes from under cover of the jute pouch his Ju Ju Man, which
reveals to the spectator’s amazement! that the Skull pin is
piercing the exact red X as the spectator’s choice on their Ju
Ju Man!

4.5 inches

No force involved, spectator’s impaled X is always their choice.
Ju Ju is designed to be easy to perform. Sized to carry in
your pocket allowing for impromptu table hopping, trade
show, bizarre magic performances, etc. The Ju Ju Men and
the Skull pins are all examinable. Sets up in seconds for
repeated performances.
Features Buma’s handmade Ju
Ju Men, Skull Pins, Jute Pouch and original presentation.
Easy to follow BUMA photo instructions.

Introductory Price...$97.50

22
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House Of Magic Miracles
Buma’s
Triple Haunted
Skeleton Key
A Skeleton Key unlike any other comes to
life in the spectator’s hand! Its movement
is under your complete control!
Not only will its motion announce its coming
to life, have it answer questions like a
rapping board, lean it against a glass for a
telekinetic timber effect, choreograph its
movement for your own personal
customized routine.
You may also perform the classic haunted
key where the Skeleton Key eerily turns
itself in the palm of your hand, simply
master the balance point of the Skeleton
Key. And yet, at no time before, during or
after the performance, is there ever any
physical connection between the Skeleton key and you the
performer. Totally examinable at all times. Impromptu, no set
up, always ready for performance. Why Triple?
(1) Buma’s stunning hand sculptured anatomical 3D Skeleton Key
for the classic Haunted Key effect.
(2) Buma’s original hand sculptured anatomical Skeleton Key is
secretly gaffed, that’s right covertly embedded in the Skeleton’s
head is a neodymium magnet, specially chosen of its properties
which allow it to be responsive to steel and magnets.
(3) The Buma gimmick, a hand cast pair of connected false fingers
that contains six powerful individually embedded neodymium
magnets, three embedded in each finger, allowing for your
complete covert customized control over the Skeleton Key.
The Buma gimmick will prove to be an outstanding stand alone
prop in your arsenal of covert magic effects,
allow it to work for you by bringing it into
play in your routined presentations that call
for shim coins, PK effects, shim cards, etc., any where you
need covert movement and control of a magnetic reactive
item. All hand Crafted by BUMA, all original to magic, all
available from Stevens Magic Emporium.

150

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
BRAND
BRAND
NEW!
NEW!

PK Tiki God

The Tiki Gods are in the house! Containing
the MOST powerful magnet possible! This is
another authentic prop from Little Jimmy’s Prop
Shop! And the TIKI is the GOD of all PK props
because it contains an incredibly strong magnet.
Little Jimmy custom fabricates ALL his props
from scratch. It’s important to distinguish this
so you know that when you purchase a prop
from Little Jimmy, it is not something that has just been altered or customized. In
fact, if ever there was proof that this is the case, it would be with this item! How
else could you get a magnet of this size and strength inside unless you created this
item from scratch.
Each Tiki God has been personally ritualized by Little Jimmy himself and comes in
a nice carrying bag. Check out some other varieties of PK accessories from Little
Jimmy but scrolling “ALL THE WAY” down to the bottom of this product page.
Note: This item does NOT come with any other magnets or PK accessories. It
does NOT come with instructions.

20

$

The YOT
Magicians love ice-breakers and hands down this
is one of the best you will ever find. It’s a fact! The
YOT is the arguably one of the best puzzles ever
constructed. Being that our clients are magicians,
chances are very good that you have seen this item
before... Because if so, you are well aware of the
devious application involved.

With very little practice, one can (in front of
everyone) master The YOT. This is something that will drive
people crazy. There are subtle nuisances—that are so easy to
incorporate to ensure success. The item is “self-working” with
the exception of one very little scientific principle that you the
performer serve up! One important point, after you have shown
how easy it is to open The YOT, put the lid back on and make
sure you pick it up and lightly move it in the air back and forth. Do this is in a
natural manner as you are handing The YOT to the spectator. This is VERY
important. Because if you fail to do this, the spectator will possibly be able to
open it. This is what I refer to above as one of the “subtle nuances.”
The quality of this product is exceptional. It’s been around for years, but chances
are if you had one, you may not have it anymore, and it’s still as powerful and fun
today as it was when it first came out. Suggested routine and video
performance on our site.

45

$
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Little Jimmy’s Exclusives
PK Artifacts

4 Versions
Black Skull, Brain,
Heart & Mini Skull
From Jimmy’s PROP SHOP! In addition to looking totally
awesome these custom crafted magnetic props are very
strong and useful with other PK magnets and detection
devices.
Add something truly unique and memorable to your PK
effects! Perfect for divinations as these special props
contain strong magnets such that they can be hidden in
felt bags, large envelops and or depending on the strength
your PK device held in a spectators’’ closed fist.
Bill Montana, Steve Drury, Stan Bialowas, Robert
Marsi and Tony Iacovillo are just some of the workers
who appreciate Jimmy’s hard work and you will too!
Note: Items do “NOT” come with instructions. The Black
Skull contains the strongest magnet.
Each comes in a jute bag for storage.

Black Skull...$25 Brain...$16
Heart...$20 Mini Skull...$18

White Skull Pendulum
The latest little gem from Jimmy’s Prop Shop, which contains
very strong neodymium magnets embedded by the master
himself. Jimmy personally crafts all of these products
by hand.
Using this uniquely crafted Pendulum, you arrange for a most
esoteric outcome. Whereby you can easily force the desired
result and/or give the impression that super natural forces
are exercising their power to determine a bizarre outcome.
Each Pendulum comes with three prices—the custom crafted PK Skull, the deer
skin leather strapping to thread the skull ( so it hangs and swings), a flat deer antler
stone piece to tie the thread together and a nicely crafted carrying bag
as well as a certificate of authenticity.
Note: Item does NOT come with detailed instructions. Only suggested
ideas, product specs.

20

$
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Available Again!
Tamariz
Card Silks
To watch Juan Tamariz perform his card silk
routine is to watch pure magic. Now, you can do
it yourself.
The blank silk is folded and tied with a rubberband.
A card is selected by a spectator. A magic pass is
made over the blank silk and the rubberband is
removed from it. Voila! The chosen card is now
printed on the silk! Can be done anywhere—closeup, platform or stage.
Comes complete with two 18-inch pure-silk silks
and DVD of Juan’s performance and complete
explanation.

Available Again...$37.50

Spider In A Jar
A Screamingly Scary Trick! Great for
Halloween!
The performer shows his spider collection: a
stack of cards with pictures of jars that contain
spiders. The spectator agrees to adopt one and
seals the deal by naming the spider and writing
the name on the jar. The spectator's card is
removed from the stack and turned over, the
spider is gone! It is found in a scary way.
Here are two endings. One is scary and the
other is semi scary! Bonus Finish (and a great
finish for those who own “The Web” trick)—An
empty jar card is initialed and placed face down
on the table. The ‘real’ spider is smacked down
on the card and vanishes! When the card is
turned over, the spider is now in the jar. The
spectator keeps the signed card as a souvenir.
Easy to do! Includes lots of printed cards, rubber band and instructions.

15

$
26
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Halloween’s A Comin’
Vampire
Slayer

Witchy
Predition

Your spectator
gets the chance
to become a
Real Vampire
Slayer, just like
Buffy!

This friendly
witch can conjure
up all kinds of
potions in her
cauldron.

Show
the
spectator a card
with a picture of
a vampire sleeping in his coffin. She
signs the card, then takes it, face-down,
and pushes a wooden stack (tooth pick),
through the vampires heart. When the
card is turned around, Dracula has
changed into a skeleton.
Easy to do. Comes with 50 Vampire
cards, instructions and supplies.

15

$

Ones that see the
past, the future
or communicate
with spirits! And
she can do a trick! Can you guess what
Witchy Critter she will put into the
cauldron?
A spectator picks a critter and initials
the card. The card is given to the
spectator, and when she turns it over,
her selected item has appeared in the
cauldron!
Easy to do. Many different routines are
possible. Includes 50 Witchy Prediction
cards and instructions.

Zombie Detective

15

$

There is a Zombie epidemic on our planet. Magicians
are being enlisted to test civilians and identify which
ones carry the dormant Zombie Gene. What follows
is a humorous routine as a spectator is ID'd, tested
and, eventually, cured of their Zombiness! The
performer shows his badge, then begins testing the
spectators. One spectator signs a Zombie Detective
card (sort of litmus test for zombies), and presses her
thumb tip on the sensor. In a few seconds, a reading
appears on the screen: “+” for positive. Bad news. In
the end, the spectator is cured and gets a cute souvenir.
Easy to do. Includes 50 Zombie Detector Cards, 1
“Zombie Investigate & Terminate Squad” badge, plus
instructions.

15

$

**CATALOG SPECIAL**
Buy All 3 & Get $5.00 Off!
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The Ghostly Sign...
Shades of espionage. An interesting history fact behind these incredible effects
actually goes back to WWII, when it was used by spies to leave messages on
glass surfaces. Though the origin of the effect is from the last 1800s.

Impromptu Ghost
Glass II
A hidden image mysteriously
appears on a glass and then, just as
mysteriously, disappears!
This is a special liquid used to create
the ghost glass effect on any glass
surface. Just paint on an image with
this invisible fluid and, when you want
the image to appear, simply breathe
on the glass. Can be applied to
drinking glasses, reading glasses, glass counter tops, mirrors—just about any glass
surface your can imagine. Cause the spirit writing to appear almost anywhere! Use
for serious mind reading, seances, chosen card revelations or humorous bar gags.
Comes complete with liberal supply of special liquid, applicator brush, sample
glass disk and detailed instructions. (Packaging is subject to change.)

Create your own image!

22.50

$

Ghost Glass
Double Sided

A playing card is selected (let’s assume the 6 of
Hearts) and is lost in the deck. The magician now
introduces a round crystal glass which is kept in a
special pouch. The glass is cleaned with a soft cloth
and then placed on the deck of cards for a moment.
The performer then places the glass in front of his
mouth and exhales a long breath on it. As if by
magic, a miniature image of the selected card
mysteriously appears on the glass for a moment and
then disappears! (If desired the effect can be
repeated again with a different card.)
Exhaling on the Ghost Glass or putting it over a cup of hot water will bring the
same effect. The Ghost Glass will produce two images and is supplied with detailed
instructions and soft carrying pouch.

Buy Both of these quality
Ghost Glasses for $37.50!!
28
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$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Lotz Of Magic For Kidz
By John Breeds

A MUST-HAVE book for ANY person
interested in children’s magic! Especially for
those who are looking for fresh content and
upping their game. We at Stevens Magic
are very excited to offer this book to our
customers.
Learn how best to make your magic funny.
Adopt original concepts and routines.
Master how to become a better children’s
entertainer...
How to make children laugh from the
moment you start. Adopt original concepts
and routines. Discover the secrets from
John’s 35-years
of professional entertaining. Profusely illustrated and
clearly explained by a Pro for Pro’s. Make your kid show
soar above the competition. Enclosed within expert
routines, props and presentations.
Discover the secrets from 35 years of professional
entertaining Profusely illustrated and clearly explained.
Remember, John is the proven creator who brought
the world’s magicians: Visible Magic Painting, Wacky
Washing Machine, Pro-Epic, the funny Lie-Detector and hands-free electronic
gizmos. This new book for professional entertainers brims with creative, funny
and mystifying magic that will rejuvenate your shows with
fresh material.
As well as more than 30 highly commercial performance
pieces, this new book brings professional children’s
entertainers and magicians a treasure chest of original
methods, apparatus and
comedy bits. This book is
for professional entertainers it brims with creative,
funny and mystifying magic.

49.50

$
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Learning The System!

The Green Neck System
By Gabriel Werlen

In The Green Neck System, Gabriel teaches you an
amazing principle that you'll be able to use to perform a
whole host of stunning magic and mentalism routines.
You'll have a wide range of effects at your disposal, some
impromptu, others prop-based. You'll be able to use them
in both close-up performances and stage shows, with some
even working long-distance (perfect for when you want to
perform for someone over the phone).
A vast array of plots is given The Green Neck treatment—
from “Which hand?” effects to pseudo-psychometry and muscle-reading
demonstrations, via “Bank Night” routines, chair tests, Russian-roulette effects,
divinations, predictions and a wealth of other presentations...
Best of all, The Green Neck System is intriguingly simple,
and doesn't require your spectators to follow any complex
instructions or elaborate procedures. Over the course of more
than 200 pages, he explains how it works before giving you
13 full routines that incorporate The System into a variety of
plots. (See website for more extensive details.)

60
Morgan & West’s
$

Decoded

This 2-DVD set is unlike any you have experienced before.
On Decoded, Morgan & West reveal the artistry behind
their “code” act. You'll learn how to secretly
communicate with an onstage partner to divine
serial numbers, the value of pocket change, a
randomly chosen word from a book and much, much
more.
But what if you don't have a partner on stage? The entirety
of disc one is dedicated to learning their fantastic technique for training absolutely
anyone to divine information and objects on the spot, within two minutes. You can
secretly loop in a friend or spouse to perform magic with you, without any advance
rehearsal or preparation, and have the same impact as a professional double-act.
No electronics or phones are needed; the entire system is based on the words, pauses
and body language you use onstage—and these closely guarded secrets are being
revealed for the first time. As one of the UK's most popular double-acts, Morgan &
West perform on stages around the world as Victorian time-traveling magicians. You
will see footage from their live show using the techniques on Decoded.

2-DVD Set...$35

30
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Historical Wonders
Faro Exposed

By Alfred Trumble
With an introduction by noted card expert, Jason England.
A deluxe, hardbound volume, 6 x 9 inches, with 98 pages
in sewn binding, a full-color recreation of the original
wrapper and all text digitally re-screened and enhanced.
Illustrated with woodcuts.
Written by Alfred Trumble and first published in 1882,
Faro Exposed was a landmark book on America’s
favorite crooked card game. It explains the origin, rules
and history of Faro, as well as the sophisticated methods
used by card cheats to beat the odds. Among the
techniques described are rough, sanded, rounded and stripped cards; gaffed Faro
boxes; dodges with alluring names like The Coffee Mill, Squared Sights
and Tie Ups, Horse Hair and sundry other card-sharping methods.
Despite its importance and focus, the book is virtually
unknown today, due in part to the fact that only three
copies have survived. (Not even the Library of Congress
owns a copy of the original work.)

50

$

Solomon’s Secrets
By David Solomon

David Solomon is one of the nation’s most prolific
cardicians, having spent 53 years seeking out, refining,
and inventing the most interesting and fooling methods in
the card magic. Over the last 10 years, he has published
more than 100 tricks online, in print and shared them via
DVD. Now, he has compiled the best of them in this, his
latest must-have volume.
Solomon’s Secrets includes 50 card effects, among them
nuanced performance effects, poker tricks, card matches, mental miracles, updated
mathematical approaches and personal takes on classic plots. Among the
noteworthy effects explained are Solomon’s Simple Oil and Water, The Finger
Print Trick, Folded Discovery, Matcho From a Shuffled Deck, Blah Day
Clock, and Spectator Cuts U Count.
The book’s 208 pages are filled with detailed instructions,
over 200 photos that clearly illustrate all sleights, layouts
and procedures. At the end of most effects, the reader is
invited into “Solomon’s Mind,” to better understand the
thinking behind each effect.

55

$
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Mark Edward Exclusives!

Bundles ------------------------------------------------------ $40
Class Acts --------------------------------------------------- $55
Dolphin Tears ---------------------------------------------- $55
PSI Lines ----------------------------------------------------- $35
Graphick ----------------------------------------------------- $45
Mediums Well Done -------------------------------------- $23
Top 10 Mentalism With Cards ------------------------ $43
Sense & Seance------------------------------------------- $90
Edward Catalog Special
**Buy Any 2 & Save $10.00!**
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Mark Edward Exclusives!

Hand Springs ---------------------------------------------- $50
Increase Your Income With ESP--------------------- $28
Loose Ends ------------------------------------------------- $43
Silentium ----------------------------------------------------- $45
Restless Plots ---------------------------------------------- $43
Tenebrae----------------------------------------------------- $25
The Real Deal ---------------------------------------------- $95
Against The Tide ----------------------------------------- $100
Edward Catalog Special
**Buy Any 2 & Save $10.00!**
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
The Unholy Grail
By Larry Baukin

Check out our website for
complete details and testimonials.
There is no other book, anywhere, that resembles
the Unholy Grail approach. The Grail is completely
new and original in its practical applications.
The Unholy Grail system has been Larry’s constant
cold reading companion for a fair number of years
now. It accounts for a substantial percentage of his
income. Larry can promise you that the
amount of time and effort that you invest
in learning and applying The Unholy Grail deck will be more then
worth it. Your readings will improve beyond expectations. Johann
Hofzinser said that ‘cards are the poetry of magic.’ Then surely cold reading is
the poetry of mentalism. Welcome to my humble poem.
Disclosures: For “serious” readers. If you are looking for the latest novelty that
can be performed a few minutes after arrival—do not buy this book. If you are
willing to take the investment of time and energy, you will have a system that will
produce a cornucopia of benefits to you.

185

$

Cold Reading

The Classic Book Of Techniques

By Martin Baukin

This amazing book will certainly live up to the use
of the word ‘Classic’ in its title! There probably
has never been a book with such range and such
depth in nearly a dozen different types of readings
for real, paying clients from the fertile minds of
Ron Martin and Larry Baukin!
This comprehensive book contains eight separate
books within its pages: • Quick Commercial Card
Readings (2007) • Casual Little Miracles (2008)
• By The EYE Of Our Spirit (2009) • At The Cross
Roads (2010) • Dream Windows (2012) •
American Folk Mentalism, Volume 2 (2012) • the
Squire’s Perfect Three Card Reading (2012) • Aphorisms For Readers (EXTRA)
Included is a CD containing printable artwork. A few different table signs for
cards, tea leaves or wax readings, small tea leaf handout card, a pitch book, a
couple explanatory illustrations, the instructions for making a little hoodoo dollie.
Please see website for testimonials on this incredible book!

255

$
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